
GUTS 2018 ENTRY FORM

THIS WORKSHEET IS MANDATORY FOR ENTRY, please email it to GUTS to confirm your entry & receive your press kit 
This is a friendly competition though! Answers can be changed as you move forward, email jessica@aigacincinnati.org with any questions.

1. ABOUT YOUR TEAM 2. ABOUT YOUR GUTS PRESENTATION

D) Team Member Names, Shirt Sizes, Special Skills & Superpowers
Teams are limited to 4 creatives, don’t forget yourself if you are carving

C) Do you have a logo we can add to our website?
If yes, please attach it when you email your  entry form

YES NO

C) GUTS entries must obey these to rules - please confirm you understand : 

Multiple Pumpkins, Gourds or Squashes may be included

Props are allowed, but only carvings will be judged

Other than gutting, no prep work is allowed before competition

Power tools and lighting are allowed, but power is not provided

You Carve at your own Risk

Teams must arrive before the competition starts, at 12PM, to set up

Competitive Teams may only consist of 4 Members
children under 14 are allowed as extra “help” under parental team member supervision

A) Your Company or Team Name

E) Pumpkins need to be gutted the night before, which member
of your team will be responsible?

A) Creativity and Planning are essential to a fun and competitive entry:
has your team scheduled a brainstorming / planning session? 

When                                   Where

B) At least ONE practice carving session is required  to receive your social
media benefits. Has your team  scheduled a time to practice? 

One of our previous winners has scheduled their practice sessions in the office break
room, let us know if you need help reaching out to your organization.

When                                   Where

B) Company Website or Link

NAME         SHIRT SIZE 

WHY THEY ARE AWESOME:

NAME         SHIRT SIZE 

WHY THEY ARE AWESOME:

NAME         SHIRT SIZE 

WHY THEY ARE AWESOME:

NAME         SHIRT SIZE 

WHY THEY ARE AWESOME:

YOUR TEAM CAPTAIN

YOUR BIG IDEA PERSON

YOUR MASTER CARVER

YOUR SECRET WEAPON

You can email your board contact or jessica@aigacincinnati.org, with any questions

http://www.gutscincinnati.com/
https://cincinnati.aiga.org/
mailto:jessica@aigacincinnati.org
mailto:jessica@aigacincinnati.org
mailto:jessica@aigacincinnati.org
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